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In 1947, Virginia Axline introduced professional psychotherapists to a new way of dealing with children
called Nondirective Play Therapy. In 1964, she introduced all of those other world to “Dibs”. therapeutic
journey. Dibs is certainly a mystery to his parents and teachers. In the safety and freedom of the special
romantic relationship, we begin to discover what Axline intended when she 1st encouraged therapists to
offer children the opportunity to “ He hides under tables and lashes out at additional children. Some believe
he’ after that introduces Dibs and us to her particular play room, where children can be just specifically
who they are. Some think he’” Everyone is desperate to repair him, aside from “Miss A”. “Miss A,” as Dibs
phone calls her, believes that Dibs already knows the answers and can show her what he needs if she is
patient plenty of, accepting enough, and observant plenty of. Dibs’ parents believe she’There are various
books on play therapy theory. He doesn’ and “play out these feelings” Dibs’” Co-Founder and Director
Emeritus, The Association for Play Therapy“Miss A”“s not capable of learning and interacting in a regular
classroom.realize the power within [themselves]” Dibs can't be reached regardless of how hard they try.t
chat.t play and he doesn’ The area is not magical, but the romantic relationship between therapist and kid is
usually..“ Charles E.must read’s capability to encompass multiple roles while demonstrating integration in all

of her interactions;s emotionally disturbed. —A ‘ Schaefer, PhD, RPT-S, Professor Emeritus of Psychology,
Fairleigh Dickinson University;s not keeping her breath.Dibs: In Search of Personal is a timeless account of
Axline seeing that play therapist, advocate, and partner in Dibs’ Dibs can be silent. I marvel at Axline’ classic
for play therapists! whether in the playroom, conducting classroom observations or working with Dibs’
parents. This is important reading for play therapists, child development and counseling practitioners. mom
finally agrees to allow Miss A go her strategies, but she’ — Natalya Ann Lindo, PhD, LPC, CCPT-S, CPRT-S,
Associate Professor & Counseling Plan Coordinator, University of North Texas“s wasting her period trying
to view him play. There are several books on play therapy techniques. There is only one book that goes
beyond theory and technique, addressing the center of what play therapy is focused on. Dibs captures the
depth of connection and life-changing impact that play therapy can engender between a kid and a
therapist.” — Nick Cornett, PhD, LPC, LMFT, RPT, Associate Professor, John Brown University
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Amazing Speaking both as a parent and as a counsellor working with children I found this book to end up
being an amazing work detailing the emotional and personal development of a fantastic child. I've read this
book (2) occasions before. As a clinical mental health therapist in training, I've usually believed that the
fundamentals don’t change. Seminal work which was insightful for each and every phase of life, from
childhood to grandchildren.It really is a story, but it's a research study as well. Years later when I noticed
it on . It also makes me consider , but do not understand, what people can perform to a child. I love
children so much and my heart feels for them so deeply. I assume this is why I feel the need to read this
publication over and over. A must-read. Shaped my entire life! I ended up reading it twice for my
assignment that i didn't mind since it is an instant and easy read. Virginia Axline's use of the skills in the
program helped the textbook description make much more sense. The book was insightful in to the process
of enjoy therapy, and it provided an excellent case example to make use of in parallel with our text. Dibs'
story instantly grabs your center and you are involved in his journey to find himself once again through play
and the help of a caring therapist. I was also intrigued by the power of play in the lives of children and
how much they make use of toys expressing what is in their heart and brain when they either lack the
vocabulary to express what they believe and feel or when what they have observed is too scary to them to
speak about. For children, playthings tend to be their words. This was a book that was read to us and I

loved it. It displays me how amazing children are and their ability to survive under unbelievable
circumstances. She allowed this kid to become and become- and did so skillfully.. In highschool I took a
parenting and kid development class where we'd a little preschool and taught children. The spouse of the
class we learned about how children learn and feel. Foundation This book offers you great insight into child
centered play therapy. This is probably the most unforgettable and meaningful works I have ever read. I
think it is very well written and is an excellent teaching tool! Remarkable Book - amazing teaching tool -
great read Friends have raved about htis reserve for a long time. His school is going to reject him. As
instructional because so many text books at the cost of a paperback novel. whether you certainly are a
teacher, a patrent or a grandparent - this is a moving and insightful reserve. My best friend, at that time a
teacher, bought 25 copies for his entire high school class - years later, they still thank him.. As a instructor,
it was an extremely interesting reminder that what a child may present in class can possess many
different causes. I shared it with my particular education team instructor and she found it as exciting as
I did and just as useful. Anyone entering education or any type of therapeutic use children would reap the
benefits of reading this book. Beautiful DIbs This book is rightfully a classic of its kind. I had browse it
before and dropped my duplicate so was delighted to learn it again with an increase of knowledge of
understanding severely distressed children. If Miss A, as Dibs phone calls her, had not taken on the case of
this lonely, misunderstood, mistreated, highly intelligent little boy, you can only imagine what would have
become of him. His parents believe he's mentally subnormal.. All he will all day long is sit under desks, refusing
to speak or participate in in any manner with the other children.This gradual unfolding of how exactly to
allow a little child to come to find himself in the playroom without any interrogation, with complete freedom
to be himself and with minimal rules - "our time ends in 5 minutes Dibs" - is approximately it. No-one to
state, you can't do this, even though he tips water all over the playroom floor or mixes the paints up right
into a glorious mess, or "you shouldn't want to bury your father," or also "why do you want to bury your
dad DIbs?"A beautiful written and observed publication in regards to a beautiful 5 year older boy. Inspiring!
I recommend it for any person who is interested in children and their emotional makeup. I bought this
publication for a play therapy course.. This reserve will inspire anyone who works with children. . I finished

it in 2 times because I wanted to observe how it ended! I could understand why that is still regarded a
traditional in play therapy literature.. A must read! In the event that you enjoy "therapy" type books- you'll
enjoy this publication. I loved this reserve. I happen to understand a lot of therapy terms that the
average indivdual might not, though.. If you understand therapy conditions, which book looks interesting for



you, then I'm pretty sure you will love it as well. I have already been therefore touched by this story, that
I never have forgot it. So. . While instructional, it reads like a novel. A must read for anybody who works
with kids.That said, if you are an educator who works with small children, or especially is you use special
needs children, I would recommend this book. I really like that Virginia did not obsess over theories and
terminology.. Still holds true This book, although written years ago, was still a riveting read. Good as its
gonna get for a college freshman. Timeless True art is timeless. My duplicate of the publication got lost
when we moved to a fresh house, so I just had to obtain a new copy. .. Ideal lesson and her reflective
abilities were flawless. This was a publication that was read to us and I adored it. it's most likely for
selective audiences. Great read Really enjoyed this book!Most memorable book I've ever read! I read this
book years back, lost the reserve, then bought it again recently. Amazing Read! This book will open your
eyes to the benefits of Play Therapy and open your hearts to the courage of a young boy...a courage he
didn't realize he possessed until he was given the opportunity to be.. It really is amazing.to can be found...to
live for the very first time. This story is well written and is a publication all should browse.. I also love
reading books about mental illness, I think it is fascinating.it will make your life richer for sure! I would
recommend that everyone dealing with kids read this reserve and try to understand the problems faced by
children within their journey through development. It meant more to me the second time about, and I

simply finished reading it for the 3rd time. I love the story more each time I browse it. I notice items in
it that I hadn't observed before. Years later when I noticed it on amazon I experienced to purchase it,
even easily hardly ever obtain through the whole lot I needed it. Very moving. Engaging tale and excellent
insight in to play therapy This book was assigned reading for my play therapy class and gave excellent
insight in to the process and effectiveness of play therapy in the life span of this little boy. I desire this
book was available for my kindle, then I would will have it to refer to or read again when I wish to.
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